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Abstract

Introduction
The continuing improvement in the stress capability and complexity
of mechanical systems has allowed variable geometric designs to enter
the field of fixed wing aerodynamics and jet propulsion.

These concepts

should logically extend to rotary wing aircraft and/or propeller driven
propulsion systems if appropriate advantages to such systems can be
recognized and justified.

The following will identify some of the more

obvious perfonnance gains resulting from variable geometric designs in
rotary wing aircraft through manipulation of simple blade element
theory.

Once identified, these areas of interest will be incorporated

into a full scale blade design that will then be compared numerically
to the theoretical predictions derived from the specifications of the
ENSTROM T-28 helicopter.

This study will be limited to the performance

aspects of variable geometric rotors and will not address in detail
constraints that may be apparent in the areas of stability, flutter,
or stress loading.

1.

I.

TIIEORETICAL IDENTIFICATION OF DESIGN rEATURES

Simple Blade Element Theory
Blade element analysis results from examining the forces acting
on an individual airfoil section and integrating these forces over the
In the case of a rotary wing the force diagram

entire blade span.
appears as follows:
d.L

Qr = rotational velocity (Q=radians/sec, r=incrernental radius)
v = induced velocity
V = velocity of motion (climbing in this case)
Vrel = blade element relative velocity

e = geometric pitch angle
¢

= effective pitch angle

ct

= angle of attack

dL = increment af lift at element

= O.SpVrel 2C1 dS

= O.SpVrel 2c1 c·dr

2
dD = incTement of drag at element = o.SpVrel Cads = O.SpVrel 2Cdc·dr
TI1rust and torque act perpendicular and parallel to the plane of
rotation, respectively, therefore:
dT = dLcos¢-dDsin¢ = O.SpVrel 2 c·dr(C 1 cos¢-Cdsin~)
dQ

?

= r(dLsin¢+dDcos~) = O.SpVrel-c·r·dr(C1 sin¢+Cdcos¢)

¢ = tan- 1 (V+v/Qr)

~ V+v/Qr for Qr>>V+v ~ coso ~ 1, sin ~ 0

a= 6-¢ = 6-(V+v/Qr)

~

c1

= aa = a[e-(V+v/Qr)]
2.

3.

Combining all of these simplifying features:
2

dT = O.Sp(Qr) c·dr[a(8-V+v/nr)-Cd8]
2

dQ = O.Sp(Qr) c·r·dr[a(8-V+v/nr)(V+v/nr)+Cd]
For B = #blades, R
R

= total

blade radius, r at root = 0, Cd6 = 0:

2

2 3

T = BJ 0 0.5p(Qr) c[a(6-V+v/Qr)]dr = O.SpacBQ R [(6/3)-(V+v/20R))

Q = B!~0.5p(Qr) 2 c·r[a(6-V+v/~r)(V+v/Qr)+Cd]dr
From the classical drag equation, Cd= CdO +

..,

= CdO for the very

c 1 ~/TIAR

high aspect ratio characteristic of helicopter blades, hence,

Q = 0.5pacBn 2R4 (V+v/QR)(6/3-V+v/2QR)+Cd0/4a
Defining CT = T/p7rQ 2R4 ,

A.

= TR(V+v/QR)+pcBn 2R4 Cd 0 /8.

= V+v/SlR
and cr = cB/TIR, then

c1

= acB/27rR(6/3-ll./2) = acr/2(6/3-11./2)
2 5
Defining CQ = QI p7rQ R , then

(1)

2 4

CQ = Tll./p7rQ R +cBCd 0 /8nR = 11.CT+crCd0/8

(2)

These integrations have assumed cr constant which implies no taper, 8
constant which implies no twist, and

A.

constant.

For the purposes of design evaluation of variable geometric blades,
the simplifying assumptions made in derivation of these equations will
not affect design criteria.

However, the

nUJ~erical

solutions in the

latter stages of this project may require improved accuracy as a result
of configuration (:hanges imparted by the variable geometric blades.

Appiication to Hover:

First, by observing the

Qomentum transfer across a stationary actuator
disc:
Since

T =

m(v 3 -v 0 ) where v0

in = pAv 2 , then

T

= 0

= oAv...,v.,..
.;:,
~

and v 2 = v 3 .

'l..

I

I

I

; I

4.

From Bernoulli's equation:
P0

O.Spv0

+

2

= P1

+

O.Spv 1

2

and P2

O.Spv 2

+

2

= P3

Upstream and downstream in undisturbed flow, P0
Po

= Pl

p2

+

+

0.5pv2

O.Spv2

2

2

= pl

= P3
+

= O and

since v0

0.5pv 2

2

+

2
0.5pv 3

= P3 ,

= v2.

v1

+

but

Therefore

2

O.Spv 3 , hence, P2

Thrust can also be expressed as T = A(P 2 - P1 ) =

Combining .

?

the two thrust equations, pAv 2v 3 = O.SpAv 3- yields v 3 = 2v 2 resulting
in T

= 2pAv 2 2

However, v 2 is simply the induced velocity v as shown

in the blade element diagram.

Finally, as an expression for hover

thrust coefficient:

For a blade element in hover, V
CTH

= 2A. 2

and ;\H

= /cT/2.
CQH

Note that power, p
cp

= QQ.

=0

which implies A.H

= v/QR.

Thus,

Then, using equation (2) :

= (CT 1. 5I /2) + (ere dO I 8)

(4)

Defining the power coefficient,

= P/pAVt.1p 3 = P/p1TQ3RS = QQ/p1TQ 3R5 = Q/p1TQ 2R5 = CQ.

Thus torque

coefficient and power coefficient are numerically identical.
Application to Autorotative Descent:

For descending states the blade

element force diagram differs as shown below:
~,......_ clQ..
..,...

Note that the primary difference from the previous diagram is that

5.

q, "' V-v/Qr so .\ must be defined as .\ = v-·1.,·/r1.R.

Carrying through the

integration of thrust and torque in the srune manner as before yields:
CT = cra/2 [ (6/3) + (\/2)]

(S)

CQ = (crCd 0 /8)-(.\CT)

(6)

Autorotation will occur when the dQ/r vector shown above exceeds
system friction with power off.

In autorotation the net torque is

zero, therefore:

Application to Climb:

In a vertical climb it can be assumed that

thrust equals weight.

Also CTC = CTH since the drag due to ascent

velocity is negligible.

Then, from equation (1) and the definition

of thrust coefficient:
CTC
Solving for .\, .\c

= cra/2[(8/3)+(.\/2)]

2 4
= W/(p~Q R)

4
= (28/3)-(4W)/(crap~Q 2R)

Solving for vertical climb velocity:

VC

= R[(28/3)-ICTC/2]-(4W)/crap~QR 3

(8)

For computational purposes this equation is not very practical, in
fact, climb power relationships are generally used to compute climb
performance.

On the other hand, this expression for climb velocity is

more useful for design analysis because most of the blade parameters
that might be controllable in a variable geometry environment appear
in the equation.
Application to Translational Flight:

It is generally accepted that an

inclined rotor at high forward speed exhibits the flow characteristics

6.

of a wing.

Observing the vector diagram of a rotor in translational

flight:
,,"'

_,..

..,, "'\

,,

\

\

"

\

\

\
\

In this case i = rotor inclination and w = downwash velocity.
Applying momentum theory, T = mw for small i and m = pnR 2V*

= 2v,

earlier in applying momentum theory to hover, w
where v* = /cvsin i +v) 2+(Vcos i) 2 .
µ = (Vcos i)/QR, then v*
v

? *
= T/(2pnR-v)

thus T

Shown

= 2pnR 2V*v

Defining the inflow ratio as

= uRfAT 2 + µ2 . Note that
2

I 2

= T/(2pnR QRiAT

2
+ µ ), therefore

v/QR = T/(2pnn 2R4 /AT 2 + µ2) = CT/c2hT 2 + µ2).

Consequently,

>..T = [(Vsin i)/QR]+(v/QR)= (Vcos i/QR)(sin i/cos i)+CT/c2h.-T'""'2=-+-µ_2,,..).

Then, from the definition of µ, AT = µtan i + CT/ (2h/ + µ2).
Knowing that i is small allows the definitions of AT and µ to be
approximated by AT

~

v/QR and µ

~

V/QR.

Since V is large relative to v,

then A<<µ and the term CT/c2fAT 2 + µ2) reduces to CT/2µ, while
A

T

~

µtan i + CT/2µ. Finally,
?
*
v = nR/(µtan i + CT/2µ)- + µ2

(9)

Again, this equation is useful in design technique but impractical in
numerical evaluat1.on and will be used to determine variable geometric
methods for increasing translational velocity.
The preceding notation and derivations have been condensed in part
from the lecture notes of V.V. Utgoff from his course in V/STOL Aircraft
taught at the U.S. Naval Academy in 1972.

7.

Identification of Variable Geometric Applications
By careful examination of the equations developed in the previous
section, particular clues as to the design inputs for variable geometric rotor applications should be revealed.

As in all design pro-

cesses, one should also expect penalties to appear in trade for performance gains.

It is the intent of this section to establish qual-

itatively the performance gains and penalties that might be expected
through application of variable geometric concepts and to suggest
possible avenues of compromise to minimize the impact of these penal ties.
Improvement to Hovering States:

Equations (3) and (4) will be used to

investigate variable geometric applications to hover.

Since thrust

equals weight equals 2pAv 2 in hover, equation (3) can be written as:
CTH = (2pAv 2) / (p1T~iR 4 ) = W/ (p7rQ 2R4 )
Clearly, one could accurately state that hover thrust coefficient is
improved by decreasing blade radius.

This fact is verified from blade

element theory since decreasing radius increases solidity, cr = cB/7rR,
which then increases CT= acr/2((8/3)-(A/2) from equation (1).

Ul-

timately, if blade chord, c , were increased while radius is decreased,
the greatest increase in solidity and CT could be achieved.

While

variable geometric concepts would naturally exploit the thrust advantages to be gained from increase in solidity, there is unfortunately
a severe efficiency penalty incurred.
CQH

Equation (4),

= (CTl.5//2)+(crCd0/8)

8.

reveals that increases in both CT and cr will result in increased
torque.

This double indemnity virtually eliminates any advantages

to be gained in increases to blade solidity when compared directly
to fixed geometry hover performance at constant torque.

The logical

approach in dealing with this dilemma is to evaluate which values of
solidity correspond to maximum thrust per unit torque.

Figure 1 on

the following page is a plot of CT/CQ vs. R as cr is increased for a
typical rotor system.

Surprisingly, CT/CQ increases significantly

with increasing radius and decreasing solidity.

Thus, a longer, nar-

rower blade which is adjustable such that solidity corresponds to
contours of maximum CT/CQ should provide hover performance noticeably
improved over a fixed geometry counterpart.
Improvement to Descending States:

In autorotative descent it is most

desirable to reduce the steady-state rate of descent to the minimum
possible within the safe operating limits of RPM and geometric pitch.
From equation (7):
CTA

= (crCd0 )/(8\A)

where AA= V-v/QR

= (crCd0)/(8CTA)'

but

V-v/QR = (VD/QR)-(v/QR) = (VD/QR)-\H = (VD/QR)-ICTH/2, where
descent velocity.

is the

In a steady state descent thrust is approximately

equal to weight, which implies CTA = CTH.
implies n =

v0

/w/(p~THR 4 ),

CTH =

W/(p~n 2 R 4 ) which

hence,

VD = QR [ (crCd/8CTH) +ICTH/2] =

h,....V/-(p-~-R2-) [ (crcd 0/8CTH 1. 5) +l/ fi]

(10)

Equation (10) reveals that performance in autorotative descent is improved by decreasing weight, decreasing solidity, or increasing blade
radius.

These factors agree intuitively with the power-off descent
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10.

properties of fixed-wing aircraft.

In this case variable geometric

design offers the comforting benefit of allowing extra time for the
pilot in the event of sudden engine failure with simple blade
extension.
Improvement to Climbing States:
Ve=

Equation (8),

3
QR[(26/3)-v'CTC/2]-(4W)/(crap7rQR)

which was derived for design evaluation of vertical climb velocity,
reveals that rotor climb performance can be improved by increasing
blade radius, increasing RPM, increasing solidity, or decreasing
vehicle weight.
perties.

This is also consistent with fixed-wing climb pro-

In addition to improving climb performance, variable geo-

metric design would add the capability to offset the performance
penalties imposed by density altitude with blade configuration changes.
Where atmospheric conditions would require the fixed geometry rotor to
perform close to the limits of its safe operating envelope, the variable geometric rotor would enjoy a comfortable margin of safety.
Vertical climb as well as autorotative descent represent the extremes of helicopter ascending and descending flight conditions.

The

improvement features mentioned in these two sections would apply as
well in powered ascent and descent in translational flight.

For

translation, however, the amount of extension available would be limited by forward velocity due to tip losses from transonic flow separation on the advancing blade and stall conditions on the retreating
blade.

11.

Improvement to Translational Flight:

Helicopter translational flight

poses velocity limitations unique to any other type of flight vehicle.
It is not enough that the structural nature of the vehicle presents
difficult streamlining problems, but, the rotary wing itself is limited in forward velocity by transonic effects on the advancing blade
and stall on the retreating blade.

The combined influence of ro-

tational velocity and forward velocity causes the relative wind over
the lifting surface to reach both its upper and lower velocity limits
on opposite sides of the rotational plane as forward velocity is increased.

Observing equation (9),

v* = QR/cµtan i

+

CT/2µ) 2

+

µ2

it is apparent that translational velocity can be increased with increases in

n,

R, or µ.

The advance ratio, µ, being defined by

µ = Vcos i/QR will naturally increase as velocity increases, but is
severely limited by retreating blade stall.

As a result it is

desirable to keep µ as small as possible while velocity increases to
delay arrival at µstall·

Ifµ is fixed by design RPM then translational

velocity should be improved by increasing blade radius.
an increase in R also decreases

µ

Quite nicely,

for any given translational velocity.

This is no cause for great excitement, however, because increasing
radius in forward flight is limited both by excessive tip Mach numbers
and increased structural stress on the blade.
Digressing momentarily in an attempt to quantitatively evaluate
the constraints placed on increasing R, an alternative expression for
CT must first be derived.

Assuming that a blade can be twisted such

12.
that

c1

remains constant along the blade span, thrust can be written

as:

dT

7 7
= O.SpVrel 2 cC 1dr = O.SpQ-r-cC
1dr.

2 4

Dividing by pnQ R to

convert to coefficient form and multiplying by the number of blades, B,
dCT

= (cBC 1 r 2)/(2nR4 )

dr = O.ScrC 1 x 2dx where x

= r/R

and dx = dr/R.

Integrating, CT = crC/6, from which follows for the average lift of
untwisted blades:
(11)

µstall can then be derived by observing a retreating blade just prior
to stall in forward flight.

This blade suffers a loss of relative

wind due to translational velocity.

Thus,

dT = O.Sp(Vrel-V) 2 cC
1max dr = O.Sp(QR-V) 2 cc1max dr. For small i,
µ = V/QR, which implies dT = 0.5p(QR) 2 (1-µ) 2cc1
max dr. Since thrust

equals weight in both unaccelerated translational flight and hover,
2 -

2

2 -

dTH = O.Sp(IJR) cC 1dr = O.Sp(QR) (1-µ) cClmaxdr, so that
(1-µ)2 = Cl/Clmax = 6CT/crClmax·
2 4

Incorporating CT= W/(pnQ R ),

Finally, µstall = l-16CT/crClmax·
µ

= V/IJR,

and solving for V yields:

I
2 3
Vt
s a ll = QR[l-f(6W)/(cBC 1max pQ R )]

(12)

In the case of advancing blade constraints, the maximum Mach number
at the blade tip can be expressed as:
M
= (QR+V)/a * , where a * is the local speed of sound.
max

Solving for V,

(13)
Vcr1t
. = a *Mmax -QR
Equating the right-hand sides of equations (12) and (13) results in an

exoression that can be solved for R either by iterative procedures or
by finding the applicable real root of the cubic equation,
3

*

2

R -(a Mrna/iJ)R +(a

*2

7

2

-

2

Mmax-/4Q )R-(6W)/(4pcBClrnaxQ) = 0.

(14)

13.
The resulting radius is one that provides maximum velocity without
exceeding maximum tip speed or inducing retreating blade stall, providing sufficient power is available to produce such a velocity.
Figure 2 on the following page plots Vstall and Vcri t at various
values of R for a typical rotor system, also revealing the optimum
radius solution.
In summary, horizontal velocity should be increased with increased radius at design RPM.

This increase is limited, however, by

the velocity constraints developed above and by structural considerations.

Both Vcrit and Vstall will decrease with altitude, pos-

sibly resulting in small changes in optimum radius.

V
can be
stall

increased by incr,easing average chord, c, which would cause a small
increase in Rop t

This procedure would introduce additional torque

requirements due to increased solidity, ultimately reducing the maximum velocity attainable in level flight.
This concludes the theoretical development of variable geometric
applications to performance.

The following section will summarize the

design information revealed thus far, leading to conclusions as to
what design features should be included in a full scale variable geometric rotor system.

FIGURE 2

14.

15.
Specification of Design Features
The following table is a summary of the design criteria developed
to improve the four flight conditions examined in the previous section.
FLIGHT CONDITION

RADIUS

SOLIDITY

RPM

CdO

Autorotation

increase

decrease

--

decrease

decrease

increase

decrease

increase

increase

--

decrease

increase

--

Hover

increase
I

Vertical Climb

increase

Translation

increase

I

I

Note that in the vertical climb results it is impossible to increase
solidity while increasing radius, since solidity automatically decreases with increasing R.

One can still take advantage of this

specification by having the capability to control the average chord
of the blade structure while changing blade radius.
The intent of this project is to improve the performance of an
existing rotor system by implementing variable geometric capabilities.
For purposes of comparison, the sectional shape characteristics or
power capabilities will not be altered.

Thus the powerplant and blade

CdO will not be used to advantage in this study.

Radius and solidity

will be the variable factors in this design with solidity being controlled to a limited extent by varying blade chord.

There is no

evidence that reducing blade radius to a value lesser than original
design will improve performance.

16.
In summary, the final variable geomatric design for use in this
project will have a variable radius with in-flight limits equal to
or greater than the blade radius of its original fixed geometry
counterpart.

Blade chord will be controlled such that minimum chord

occurs at maximum radius and vice-versa.

Blade extension and re-

traction will be accomplished through a telescoping technique with
in-flight stops at the original design radius.

Further retraction

for ground handling and stowage convenience will be made available.

II.

PROPOSED BLADE DESIGN FOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
ENSTROM T-28 Technical Data
A full scale variable geometric blade designed to compete

directly with the specifications of an existing rotor system will be
developed in this section.

It is intended in this comparison that

the only differences between the two systems in terms of power
available and blade aerodynamics will be the variable geometric
capability.
The existing rotor system chosen for this comparison is the
ENSTROM T-28.

Developed in 1968, this aircraft retained the same

airframe and rotor as the ENSTROM F-28 with the added power of a
larger engine.

The following technical specifications for the T-28

have been extracted entirely from the V/STOL Aircraft lecture notes
mentioned previously.
Maximum gross weight - 2300 lbs.
Main rotor diameter - 32 ft.
Main rotor blade length - 14.3 ft.
Main rotor blade chord - 9.5 in.
Number of blades - 3
Blade section - NACA 0012
Blade geometry - rectangular, zero twist, fixed
Blade weight - 51 lbs. each
Design RPM - 350
Equivalent flat plate area - 14 ft 2
17.

18.
Powerplant -- Garrett TSE 3-1-1 (HP vs. Temp curves, figure 3)
Mechanical losses - 14%
Aerodynamic losses - 9.2%
Power available to rotor - 76.8%
Variable Geometric Blade Design
Design Constraints to Match ENSTROM System:

In order to fairly match

the ENSTROM system, the variable geometric design will retain most of
the statistics mentioned above.

Obviously, variable geometric cap-

abilities will require modifications to the basic blade geometry as
developed in the following sections.

These differences will be mated

to the fixed geometry counterpart such that average blade measurements
at an equal rotor diameter will correspond.
The variable geometric blade, retracted to 16 feet, will have the
following shape:

If X and Y represent the two chord lengths of the inner and outer blade
parts, respectively, then for an average chord of 9.5 inches,
(8X/16)+(6Y/16)+(2/16)[(X+Y)/2] = 9.5
If it is further specified that X
inches and Y

= 6.08

(15)

= 2Y, equation (15) yields X = 12 .16

inches.

Blade weight and vehicle weight will be increased due to the increased surface area and mechanisms of the variable geometric system.
For the fixed geometry rotor, having a weight of 51 lbs. per blade
for 11. 321 square feet of blade surface implies 4. 505 lbs. per square

19.
foot.

The maximum surface area for the variable geometric blade at

a 20 ft. radius (blade length

= 18.3 ft.) is 12.971 square feet.

This

results in a weight of 58.434 lbs. per blade when considering blade
materials alone.

Arbitrarily increasing this weight to 75 lbs. per

blade to account for internal mechanisms yields a 72 pound increase in
total vehicle weight for 3 blades.

Adding 28 lbs. for external mech-

anisms, the vehicle weight to be used for variable geometric computation will be 2400 pounds.
System losses would only increase in the area of aerodynamic
losses.

Considering aerodynamic losses directly proportional to blade

radius, the losses associated with a maximum extension of 20 feet
would amount to 11.5%.

Differences in mechanical losses are not sig-

nificant since the mechanisms required for blade geometry changes
would only be applied momentarily for retraction.

Frictional losses

in the retraction process would be reduced as well by the favorable
change in rotor inertia caused by the changing mass distribution of
the rotor.

Blade extension should be accomplished rapidly without

mechanical assist due to the high centrifugal forces involved in rotor
dynamics.
As a final constraint, design RPM will be adjusted so that QR,
the tip speed, is equal for both systems as blade length is increased.
This allows approximately equivalent control response and transonic
tip effects for both systems.
Variable Geometric Blade Technical Data:

Having addressed all of the

significant constraints required for fair matching of the two rotor

20.
systems, the following list of technical specifications is proposed
for the variable geometric rotor:
Maximum gross weight - 2400 lbs.
Main rotor diameter, maximum - 40 ft.
in flight minimum - 32 ft.
minimum - 25.4 ft.
Inboard main rotor blade chord, maximum - 12.16 in.
minimum -

6.08 in.

Outboard main rotor blade chord - 6.08 in.
Main rotor blade length, maximum - 18.3 ft.

in flight minimum - 14.3 ft.
minimum - 11.0 ft.
Number of blades - 3
Blade section - NACA 0012
Blade geometry - zero twist, variable
Blade weight - 75 lbs. each
Design RPM

280 @ max radius to 350 @ min radius

Equivalent flat plate area - 14 ft 2
Powerplant - Garrett TSE 3-1-1 (HP vs. Temp curves, figure 3)
Mechanical losses - 14%
Aerodynamic losses - 11.5%
Power available to rotor - 74.5%
Simplified design drawings of the variable geometric blade in retracted
and extended configurations are depicted in figures 4 and 5 on pages 22
and 23, respectively.
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22.

FIGURE 5

23.

24.
Conclusions Regarding Construction and Oneration:

In order to

clarify the construction details provided in figures 4 and 5, the
following conunents are included to discuss operation of the system
and problem areas inherent in the design:
1.

Blade retraction will be accomplished by impinging a fixed

circular gear train on'the actuating gear of the screwjack shaft.
This gear train could be installed as a movable attachment to the
swashplate structure.

The screwjack shaft must be installed so as

not to interfere with the lead-lag and flapping freedoms of the
rotor hinge.

Mentioned previously, retraction would be assisted to

some extent from the inertia gained in changing the mass distribution
of the rotating body.

This increase in energy/RPM would be dependent

on the speed of retraction.

To what extent this benefit could be

exploited would require considerable testing.
2.

Blade extension should take place completely by centrifugal

force, requiring some braking or damping mechanism to control the
process.

A rapid extension would create a noticeable loss in energy

or RPM, requiring that the blade be unloaded by reducing collective
to counteract.

Again, experimental testing would be required to

investigate the hazards associated with this energy loss.
3.

As with all aircraft, configuration changes will have

structural limitaticns.

It may be required that all blade retraction

be accomplished at low forward speed with a temporary reduction in
RPM.

Blade extension may also have its limitations in RPM and

velocity due to the rapid nature in which bending stresses would be
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imposed on the longer, thinner blade surfaces.

The structural problem

is of particular concern in this design because of the split nature
of the inboard blade being vulnerable to in-flight weaknesses.

As

shown in figure 4, there is a sliding panel incorporated into the
inboard blade section to cover the 3.3 to 7.3 foot gap in the inboard
section during full or partial blade retraction.

As an added struc-

tural precaution, this panel will be designed to provide the ad- ,
ditional skin surface as a telescoping I-beam arrangement composed
of two and one-half sliding parts.

The inboard cross section in-

eluding the I-beam gap filler would appear as follows:

The beam effect would increase the rigidity of the blade when split
and improve the bending resistance of the entire inboard section when
closed at maximum radius.

The tripled skin in the closed configuration

would also enhance bending strength.

Should the proposed design ex-

hibit too many mechanical complications, the following alternate planform provides improved structural integrity and mechanical simplicity
at the cost of slightly reduced performance gain:

,----- -

--·~

'-----·-- -·-I

This planform, shown retracted to its in-flight stops, greatly simplifies the mechanical process since all chordwise change in
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configuration is controlled at the blade root.

At the narrowest chord

of the inboard section, the blade is essentially fixed, with the
moving remainder of the inboard leading and trailing edges attached
by hinge.

Fully extended the blade is rectangular with internal geo-

metry and/or mechanical assist increasing the taper of the inboard
section as the outboard blade is retracted.

Unfortunately, this

design requires requires a noticeably increased solidity over the
proposed system at all configurations when dimensionally matched to
the ENSTROM blade.

This increase in solidity thus slightly increases

the power requirements for all flight conditions.

Since the purpose

of this study is to justify the performance gains of variable geometric rotor systems, the proposed system in figure 4 provides the
theoretically more ideal rotor blade in terms of performance at the
cost of being mechanically more complex.

If performance gains are

sufficiently large from the theoretical results to follow, the
practical design approach would favor the alternate planform for
actual construction and experimental test.
4.

As a final colillilent, these variable geometric designs will

introduce additional vortex disturbance into the flow helix at the
intersection of the inner and outer blade sections when the blade is
fully or partially retracted.

The lift distribution will be elong-

ated starting at the interface between the inner and outer blade
surfaces causing a change in circulation strength and a resultant shed
vortex.

This change in circulation is minimized by the tapered

junction at the interface with the alternate planform having the

_,.

?"'

weakest vortex shed.

In hover or vertical flight this additional

disturbance will serve only to cause a small increase in aerodynamic
losses to the system.

In translational flight, however, the forward

motion causes skewing of the vortex system forcing neighboring blades
to fly through the vortex disturbances of its preceding blades.

This

"rotor slap" phenomenon cannot be avoided in any helicopter design,
but the additional disturbances of the variable geometric system
would increase rotor slap to some extent.
Discussion of the design proposals and their associated drawbacks is now complete.

The design information developed in this

section was intended primarily to provide realistic numerical data
for use in part III, which deals with the performance comparison of
fixed and variable geometric designs.

Obviously, the preceding pro-

posal would require much more detail both in drawings and construction
practicalities for use as a workable prototype.

III.

COMPARISON OF VARIABLE AND FIXED GEOMETRY SYSTEMS
In order to quantitatively evaluate the theoretical developments

of part I, the variable geometric blade design of part II will be
numerically compared to its fixed geometry counterpart in the following
sections.

This evaluation will examine hover, vertical climb, and

forward flight performance in order to establish a table of percentage
ratings for the various parameters considered.
Hover Performance
Having mentioned previously that torque and power coefficients
are numerically identical allows most of the hover related computation to result from equation (4),
CQH

=

(CT

1.5

r::

/v2)+(crcd0/8) where CT

= W/(p~n 2R4)

and cr

= cB/~R.

Converting from coefficient form, the resulting power required for
hover is:
PH

r,:-.
2 4 1.5
= p~n 3R5 [(crCd0/8)+1/v2(W/p~n
R)
]

For the fixed geometry rotor (standard day sea-level):
~

= 350

R

= 16

cr

=

CdO

RPM

= 36.6519

ft.

.047249 where c
=

radians/second

=

9.5/12

=

.7917 ft., B

=

3

.006 from airfoil data on NACA 0012

W = 2300 lbs:
Substituting into equation (16):
PHfixed

= 70067.622

ft-lbs/sec= 127.40 HP
28.

(16)

29.
For the variable geometry rotor (fully extended at min solidity):
Q = 280 RPM= 29.3215 radians /second to match tip speeds
R = 20 ft.
cr = .0241915 where c = 6.08/12 = .5067 ft., B = 3
CdO = .006 from airfoil data on NACA 0012
W = 2400 lbs.
Substituting into equation (16):
PH

var

= 59028.419

ft-lbs/sec = 107.32 HP

which yields a 15.76% decrease in required hover power.
A further comparison of this hover power relationship can be
obtained by examining the load-bearing capacity of the variable geometric vehicle.

Expressing equation (16) in terms of weight:

2 4 ~
3 5
2/3
W = p~Q R [r2(PHvar/p~Q R -crCd0 /8)]

(17)

If PH is adjusted so that it represents the value required to establish the same excess power available as the fixed geometry vehicle,
the maximum gross weight for equivalent hover performance should
result.

From figure 3 at standard day sea-level there is 240 SHP

available from the Garrett engine.

Including the system losses and

converting to ft-lbs/sec:
P
= 101376 ft-lbs/sec
a fixed
pa var
Hence
P
Hvar

= 98340 ft-lbs/sec

d = 101376-70067.622 = 31308.378 ft-lbs/sec. Therefore
ixe
= 98340-31308.378 = 67031.622 for ~p and the resulting hover
~Pf.

performance to be identical.

Substituting into equation (17),

W
= 2659.37 lbs.
max
This result reveals that the variable geometric system can sustain
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a 259 pound increase in maximum gross weight above and beyond its
increased design weight and system losses without any degradation in
the performance standards of the original system.
Hover ceilings are best obtained through
niques.

us~

of computer tech-

By determining the altitude at which hover power required

equals power available, the hover ceiling is obtained.

Since heli-

copters are designed to operate in close proximity to the ground,
ground effect can induce significant increases in hover ceilings due
to the resulting reduction in hover power required.

Consequently, as

a general rule helicopter performance statistics normally evaluate
two hover ceilings, one for hover out of ground effect (OGE), and one
for hover in ground effect (IGE).
The programming for hover ceiling computation is accomplished
using equation (16) modified to incorporate the density ratio, s, to
account for density variation with altitude, thus:
2 5
r::;2 4 3/2
PH OGE= pslrnQ R [(crC/8)+1/v2(W/ps 1 rnn R)
]

(18)

Note that CdO is not used in this equation since it would introduce
errors due to the variation of drag with altitude.

Instead, Cd is

-2
expressed in its classical form as Cd = CdO +(C 1 /nAR) where C1 = 6CT/cr
from equation (11).

The density ratio, s, varies with altitude ac-

cording to the equation,
s = p/psl = (l-Lh/Tsl)4.256
where L is the temperature lapse rate and Tsl is the absolute standard
day sea-level temperature.

Supplying the appropriate values for L and

Tsl while solving for h yields:
h = (l-s· 23496 )/(6.87118xl0- 6 )

(19)
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where his the altitude above sea-level.

Power available in terms of

altitude is taken from figure 3 by determining the slope of the dashed
line representing standard day conditions.

In this case the general

equation for power available in terms of ft-lbs/sec is:
P = 550(% available)(240-.005349h)
a
More specifically,
Pa fixed= 422.40(240-.005349h)

(20)

Pa var

(21)

= 409.75(240-.005349h)

Finally, the hover ceiling solution is obtained by computing h using
equation (19) while decreasing

E

incrementally from its initial value

of 1 until Pa= PH.
The influence of ground effect modifies equation (18) as follows:
(22)
The factor G is obtained from figure 6 shown below and reoresents
1.00
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0.92
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PH IGE/PH OGE at a selected value of h/D, rotor height/rotor diameter.
For the purposes of comparison, h/D was chosen as 0.5 for the fixed
geometry rotor, thus making h/D equal 0.4 for the variable system at
maximum extension.

For h = 16 ft., the vehicle would be hovering 7

feet above the ground since the rotor height on the vehicle structure
is equal to 9 feet.
Program HOVERl determines hover ceiling OGE using equations (18),
(19), aild (20) or (21) with appropriate values of weight, radius,
solidity, angular velocity, and aspect ratio for each rotor system.
Program HOVER2 determines hover ceiling IGE using equations (19),
(22), and (20) or (21) with appropriate values of W, R, cr, Q, AR, and
G included.

These programs, as applied to the fixed and variable geo-

metry rotor systems are shown in the appendix.
The results of HOVER! reveals the following:
h
h

max
max

fixed =
var

7653.48 ft. OGE

= 11659.12 ft. OGE

which indicates a 52.34% increase in OGE hover ceiling for the extended variable geometric rotor.

Comparison of HOVER2 statistics

reveals that:
h
h

max
max

fixed= 10039.74 ft. IGE
var

= 14772.91 ft. IGE

which indicates a 47.14% increase in IGE hover ceiling for the extended system.
Vertical Climb Performance
Vertical climb requires an additional increment of power above
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that of hover.

This relationship can be simply written as PC = PH+6P.

Assuming that full power is always used in a climb, then PC equals
power available, hence, 6P =Pa-PH.

6P can also be determined by

deriving AC from the momentum equation for climbing states and substituting into CQC = CTAC+(crCd/8), resulting in the expression:
Pc= W[(Vc/2)+/cvc/2) 2+(W/2prrR 2)J+(prrQ 3R5crcd)/8.
Since

(l/QR)A\T/(2prrR 2), equation (16) can be re-written

AH=~=

as PH= whl/(2prrR 2 )+(prrQ 3R5 crcd)/8.

Subtracting PH from PC yields:

6P = W[CVc/2)+/cvc/2) 2+(W/2prrR2)-hl/(2prrR 2)J
where Ve is the vertical climb velocity in feet per second.

(23)
Note

that the two radical terms in equation (23), when subtracted from one
another, are quite small in comparison to VC/2.

If the radical terms

are neglected, then
(24)
Equation (24),although less accurate than equation (23), provides a
substantially more cost-effective means of extracting vertical climb
velocity from the computer methods already employed.

This error,

which is usually less than 5 ft/sec, should have a negligible effect
on the performance comparison of the two systems in terms of improvement percentage.

Should more accurate results be required, Ve can be

obtained from equation (23) by means of an iterative loop within the
loop that determines variation of 6P with altitude.
Program VCLIMB, as shown in the appendix, computes rate of climb
vs. altitude for the fixed rotor and the variable rotor at maximum
extension.

From the computer solution the resulting maximum vertical

climb rate for each system is:
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VCmax fixed
VCmax var

= 1220.47

ft/min

= 1696.16

ft/min

yielding a 38.98% increase in vertical climb performance for the
variable geometric rotor.
Time to climb through a specific altitude can be obtained by
observing that Ve = dh/dt. Thus, J~i dt = J~i(l/Vc)dh, which implies
h2
t2 - tl = Jh 1 CcL~/VC). By integrating l/VC between the surface at
hl

=0

and the desired altitude at h2 yields the time to climb to a

specific height.
Program TCLIMB, as shown in the appendix, adds the numerical
integration of l/VC to the program steps of VCLIMB using the trapezoidal rule.

Choosing 5000 feet as the altitude for performance

comparison resulted in the following time to climb for the two rotor
systems:
t 5000 fixed

= 6.46

min.

t5000 var

= 3.78

min.

thus revealing a 41.49% decrease in time to climb through 5000 feet
for the extended system.
Hover and vertical climb reveal the advantages of the variable
system with its rotor basically fixed at maximum extension.

The

next section, translational performance, will require in-flight
changes to blade geometry to reap maximum velocity and/or structural
benefits of the system.

Ultimately, complete justification of movable

rotor geometry is heavily dependent on the results to follow, giving
vital clues to the most effective utilization of variable geometric
rotor applications.
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Forward Flight Performance
Performance in translational flight will be evaluated by examining the power requirements for horizontal motion of a rotor
system.

In straight and level flight the total power required is

composed basically from three contributing factors, namely:
1) Induced power - drag due to lift; 2) Profile power - blade section
drag; and 3) Parasite power - airframe drag.
Induced power requirements result from the induced velocity, v,
imparted to the flow at the rotor as s-hown previously in applying
momentum theory to a stationary actuator disc.

This lift-induced

velocity increment thus contributes to the rotor power requirements
as Pi = T:i.l which implies CPi = Tv/ (p'TTQ 3R5 ) = CTv/QR.

In applying

simple blade element theory to translational flight it was also shown
that v/QR = CT/2y{T 2 +µ 2 where AT= Vsin i + v/QR andµ = Vcos i/QR,
which results in the final expression for induced power:
(25)

Profile power requirements can be derived from simple blade
element theory.

In translational flight the blade element increment

of drag can be expressed as dD

= O.SpU 2Cd·c·dr where U is the total

velocity perpendicular to the blade element.

For a rotor inclined

to the angle i in translation the velocity experienced by the blade
section is Vcos i.

To properly define U one must examine the vector

relationships of the forward and relative velocities from the plan
view of the rotor system positioned at rotational angle
on the following page.

1jJ

as shown
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Hence, U
then:

= nr+Vcos

dPB

=

Expressing power as work per unit time,

= (n/2rr)f~rrr·dD·d$

before, for B
PB

i sin $.

= #blades

and R

2rr R
(Bn/2rr)J 0 10 r·dD·d$

Substituting cr, µ, x

= time

where 2rr/n

= total

per revolution.

As

radius,

=

2rr R
2
(pnBc/4rr)J 0 J 0 (nr+Vcos i sin$) Cdr·dr·d$.

= r/R,

and integrating with the assumption of Cd

constant:

.
2x·dx·d$
PB= (pn 3RscrCdI 4)!02rr! 01 (x+µs1n$)

= (prrn 3RscrCd/8)(1+µ 2).

= (crCd/8)(1+µ 2),

representing the profile drag con-

tribution of the blades alone.

'Ihe entire rotor disc acting as a

'Iherefore CPB

wing also contributes to the profile drag of the system.
contribution to the disc drag is dDsin$.
PD

= DV = (l/2rr)f~rrf~Vcos

i·dDsin$.

'Ihe blade

In this case,

Again substituting the expression

for dD, cr, µ, and x, for B blades yields:
PD

= (pn 3 R 5 crCdµ/4)f~rrf~(x+µsin$) 2 sin$·dx·d$.

PD

=

(prrn 3R5 crCdµ 2)/4, which implies CPD

pro~ile

=

Integrating,

crCdµ 2/4.

Finally, the total

drag is the sum of the blade and disc contributions, yielding:
(26)
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Parasite power requirements are found using equivalent flat plate
area, a, to estimate airframe drag.

Knowing CD = 1.2 for a flat plate

and expressing parasite power as PF = DV = 0.5pV3acd implies that
- 3

CPF = l.2aV

12~n

3 5

Substituting µ = (V cos i)/QR yields the final

R

expression for parasite power coefficient:
-

3

2

3

(27)

CPF = (l.2aµ )/(2nR cos i)

Finally, the total power required for translational flight is the
sum of equations (25), (26), and (27), hence:
CPT =

ccT 2 12h.T 2 +µ 2 )+[(aCd/8)(1+3µ 2 )]+[(1.2aµ 3 )/(2~R 2 cos 3 i)]

(28)

Applications of equation (28) must be obtained using computer
solution, in that, the inclination angle i and the inflow ratio AT
can be evaluated only by iteration.

Program HORIZl determines max-

imum velocity for each rotor system by incrementally increasing
velocity until power required exceeds power available.

The inclination

angle is determined iteratively from the equation:
2-

2

tan i = (0.6pV a/W)+(aCdVcos i)/(4CTQR), which results from solving
for disc profile drag in the previously derived equation,
PD = DV =

(p~n

3 5

R

")

aCdµ~)/4.

The inflow ratio is determined iteratively

from AT= µtan i+CT;2h..T 2 +µ 2 , which was also derived previously.

The

results of HORIZl applied to the fixed geometry system reveal that:
V
fixed= 102.27 mph
max
Multiple runs of HORIZl at various radii and RPM revealed the following:
Rd"
a :I.US (ft)
16
17
18
19
20

V@280 RPM ( mp1h)
103. 64
104.32
104.32
104. 32
106.36

V@350 RPM ( mph)
102.27
100.91
98.86
97.50
100. 91

V@420 RPM (mp h)
96.82
94.09
88.64
0.00
92.05
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The maximum velocity distribution for the variable geometric system,
as plotted above in figure 7, reveals that V
will increase with
max
decreasing RPM until µstall is reached.

This primarily results from

the low RPM requirement for larger geometric pitch settings coupled
with the lower power requirements as blade radius increases.
the upward swing of the velocity curve@ 20 ft. radius.

Note

This is

attributed to the abrupt reduction in blade chord at maximum radius.
If this variable chord feature were not available, the curve would
behave as shown by the dashed lines (verified by HORIZl data) so that
Vmax would peak at a blade radius of 18 feet.

For the present design

proposal Vmax occurs @ maximum radius as:
Vmax var

= 106.36 mph

resulting in a mere 4.00% increase in velocity over the fixed geometry
system.

The small gain in velocity comes as no surprise since

variable radius does not have the authority to control the µ2 and µ3
terms in equation (28) to any great extent at high velocities.

In
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fact, a 100 HP increase in power available yields less than a 27 mph
increase in Vmax for this system.
Analysis of the maximum velocity behavior for the variable
geometric rotor leads to some very important conclusions regarding
optimum operation of the system.

If a 4 mph increase in velocity is

considered an insufficient tradeoff for exposing maximum blade radius
to the increased structural stresses of forward flight, then it can
be concluded that maximum blade extension should be limited to the
low speed flight regime.

This statement nicely resolves the un-

certainties associated with structural limitations mentioned in the
construction details.

One possible option for operation of the

variable geometric system is to use maximum radius for speeds up to
and including (L/D)max, retracting to minimum radius as velocity is
increased to Vmax.

This technique will take advantage of the per-

formance gains available in hover, climb and maximum endurance cruise
without exposing the blades to undue stress at higher velocities.
Program HORIZ2 computes power required vs. velocity for static
geometry configurations as shown in the appendix.

Program HORIZ3

computes power required vs. velocity for a rotor with retraction
commenced at (L/D)max as shown in the appendix.
blade retraction is accomplished by expressing

Computation for
~'

c, cr, and AR as

functions of radius when retraction begins in the mathematical process.
The numerical results of these programs are shown in the tabular data
of figure 8 on the following page representing the fixed geometry
model, the variable geometry model at constant maximum radius, and
the variable geometry model with blade retraction beyond (L/D)max.
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VELOCITY (FT/SEC)
0.
10.

20.
30.
40.

so.

60.
70.
80.
90.
100.
110.
120.
130.
140.
150.
0.

10.
20.
30.
40.
50.
60.
70.
80.
90.
100.
110.
120.
130.
140.
150.
160.

o.

10.

20.
30.
40.
50.
60.
70.
80.
90.
100.
110.
120.
130.

140.
150.

POWER REQUIRED (HP)
141. 79
134.27
119 .14
105.43
95.72
89.80
87.13
87.31
90.12
FIXED GEOMETRY
95.51
103.48
114.12
127.55
143.91
163.37
186.09
117. 12
107.98
91. 96
79.46
71. 59
67.40
66.17
67.49
71. 20
77. 29
VARIABLE GEOMETRY
85.81
@ MAX EXTENSION
96.87
110.62
127.21
146.83
169.66
195.88
117. 12
107.98
91. 96
79.46
71. 59
67.40
66.17
77. 80
82.48
89.48
VARIABLE GEOMETRY
98.90
w/ RETRACTION
110. 86
125.53
143. 11
163.78
187.75
FIGURE 8
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The power requirements at (L/D)max are as follows:
PTmin
. fixed= 87.13 HP
PTmin
. var

= 66.17 HP

revealing a 24.06% reduction in required power for the variable geometric system.
Power required vs. velocity curves are plotted in figure 9 on
the following page for the three cases examined.

The dashed lines

represent the variable geometric blade in its retraction process.
From these plots the following maximum range velocities were obtained:
VMRf.ixe d = 103 ft/sec = 70.23 mph
VMR
VMR

var
retr

= 96 ft/sec= 65.45 mph
= 92 ft/sec= 62.73 mph

which results in a 6.81% decrease in VMR for the variable geometric
system.

Although 4.78 mph are lost in max range cruise for the

variable system,. the significantly lower power requirements with
maximum radius extension offset the loss in velocity by increasing
overall range due to reduced fuel consumption.

More specifically,

given a 330 mile range for a 72 gallon fuel capacity on the fixed
geometry system, the fuel consumption would be 15.323 gals/hr.

For

22.75% less power required, the corresponding fuel consumption would
be 11. 837 gals/hr, resulting in the following range comparison:
~ax

Rangef.ixe d = 330 miles

Max Range

var

= 398 miles

Hence, there is a 20.61% increase in overall range for the experimental
design in spite of the loss in velocity.

Note that VMR performance is
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further reduced for the retracting system data with higher power
requirements as well.

Forward flight at VMR with retraction would

yield only a 14 mile increase in range over the fixed geometry system.
It is clearly obvious that the best cruise performance is obtained
from maximum blade extension provided structural considerations would
permit it.
At (L/D)max, the following maximum endurance velocities were
obtained from figure 9:
VMEf.ixe d = 64 ft/sec = 43.64 mph
VMEvar

= 60 ft/sec = 40.91 mph

Program HORIZ4 determines maximum rate of climb in translational
flight using the iterative steps of the previous HORIZ programs.

In

this case rate of climb is derived from energy methods as,
PC= PT+t.P

= TVCT

= WVCT which implies VCT = t.P/W, where t.P =Pa-PT

since full power is used to climb.

Note that this differs significantly

from the vertical climb equation derived earlier.

The reason for this

difference is that the power requirements for induced velocity have
already been accounted for in horizontal flight through the iterative
determination of A.T'

Knowing the velocities for (L/D)max and sub-

stituting the appropriate parameters representing the fixed and
variable geometry systems, HORIZ4 produced the following results as
shown in the appendix:
RC
RC

max
max

fixed = 1398.08 ft/min
var

= 1548.70 ft/min

yielding a 10.77% increase in climb performance for the variable system.

44.
Tabular Swnmary of Performance Statistics
To complete the nurnerical comparison segment of this project, the
following table of performance statistics is presented:
PARAMETER

FIXED GEOMETRY

VARIABLE GEOMETRY

%GAIN

Hover Power Required

127.40 HP

107.32 HP

15.76

Hover Ceiling OGE

7653.48 ft

11659 .12 ft

52.34

Hover Ceiling IGE

10039. 74 ft

14 772. 91 ft

17 .14

Max Vertical Climb

1220.47 fpm

1696.16 fpm

38.98

SK Vert Climb Time

6.46 min

3.78 min

41.49

102.27 mph

106.36 mph

4.00

Min Horizontal Power

87 .13 HP

66 .17 HP

24.06

Max Range Velocity

70.23 mph

65.45 mph

N/A

Maximum Range

330 miles

398 miles

20.61

Max Endurance Vel

43.64 mph

40.91 mph

N/A

Max Rate of Climb

1398. 08 fpm

Maximum Velocity

I
I

1548. 70 fpm

10.77

I
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IV.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The resulting performance gains developed in this study most

certainly justify the development of a variable geometric scheme in
present or future helicopter designs.

Significant advantages were

recognized in fuel economy, load-bearing capacity, ceilings, range,
and safety.

Readily apparent is the fact that rotor extension

capability provides greatest improvement to the low-speed flight
regime, diminishing rapidly as maximum velocity is approached.

Since

blade extension cannot provide significant increase to forward
velocities of a given system, design and operation of the variable
geometric rotor must be utilized to exploit the low-speed performance
characteristics.

Thus, if maximum blade extension limits were known

for a given blade structure, then optimum vehicle design should
include the longest, thinnest blade permissible for use in hover.
Forward flight operations would then require the development of a
velocity vs. radius envelope that accounts for both structural
limitations and translational losses/blade interference.

Although

not allowed for this comparison, further gain in overall performance
could be obtained by using the new low-drag general aviation series
airfoils for lower sectional drag characteristics and ease of
telescoping blade construction.

The variable geometric concept

would be particularly useful in the patrol, search and rescue, and
utility missions of helicopters where fuel economy and power availability would greatly enhance low and slow operations.
45.
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Bearing in mind that this study was constrained to match the
initial design features of a given rotor system, further exploitation
of variable geometric techniques may be possible.

For example, for-

ward velocities in this project were never sufficient to tax advancing blade mach effects and retreating blade stall limitations.
If a helicopter were designed for high velocities by streamlining,
thrust augmentation, or increased engine power, tip and stall losses
could be minimized by adjusting blade radius appropriately.

Program

RADIUS in the appendix solves for the applicable root of equation (14)
that yields the maximum blade radius at its interference limit for a
given RPM, critical mach number, altitude, and blade design.

Hence,

a helicopter designed for speed and given a variable geometric system
would evolve as a multi-purpose platform having both more efficient
high speed flight for tactical applications and improved low speed
performance for utility work.
As a final consideration, it is important to point out areas of
this variable geometric concept that require further research and/or
experimentation.

Foremost, it is vital that data be obtained re-

garding maximum allowable blade length and minimum allowable chord
versus forward velocity in terms of structural failure.

Secondly,

considerable experimentation would be required to determine the effects
of configuration changes on stability and control.

Since torque

increases and thrust decreases with reduced radius, there is the
possibility that tail rotor designs and cyclic pitch controls may need
modification to overcome yaw or roll instabilities produced by blade
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retraction.

Finally, with a workable prototype, considerable ex-

perimentation would be required to determine optimum operation of
the system and evaluation of the safe-operating envelope for all
flight speeds and rotor configurations.
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Appendix for Computer Programs
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so.
PROGRAM HOVERl (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=.047249
8=36.6519
AR=l8.063158
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=.70710678
A=l
i CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=422.4*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F= (6*T) /S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**S)*(((S*D)/8)+(SQ*(T**l.5)))
IF ((PA-PH).LT .. 0000001) GO TO 2
A= (A-. 0001)
GO TO 1
2 PRINT 3,H
3 FORMAT (* HOVER CEILING O.G.E. IS * F8.2 * FEET *)
STOP
END
HOVER CEILING O.G.E. IS 7653.48 FEET

00

PROGRAM HOVERl (OUTPUT)
W=2400
R=20
S=.0241915
8=29.3215
AR=36.118421
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=. 70710678
A=l
1 CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=409.75*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**S)*(((S*D)/8)+(SQ*(T**l.5)))
IF ((PA=PH) .LT .. 0000001) GO TO 2
A= (A-. 0001)
GO TO 1
2 PRINT 3,H
3 FORMAT (*HOVER CEILING O.G.E. IS * F8.2 * FEET *)
STOP
END
HOVER CEILING O.G.E. IS 11659.12 FEET
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PROGRAM HOVER2 (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=.047249
8=36.6519
AR=l8.063158
G=.91
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=.70710678
A=l
1 CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=422.4*(24C-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**S)*(((S*D)/8)+(SQ*(T**l.S)))*G
IF ((PA-PH).LT .. 0000001) GO TO 2
A= (A-. 0001)
GO TO 1
2 PRINT 3,H
3 FORMAT (*HOVER CEILING I.G.E. IS * F8.2 * FEET *)
STOP
END
HOVER CEILING I.G.E. IS 10039.74 FEET
PROGRAM HOVER2 (OUTPUT)
W=2400
R=20
S=.0241915
B=29.3215
AR=36.118421
G=.87
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=.70710678
A=l
1 CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=409. 75*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(3**3)*(R**S)*(((S*D)/8)+(SQ*(T**l.S)))*G
IF ((PA-PH).LT .. 0000001) GO TO 2
A=(A-.0001)
GO TO 1
2 PRINT 3 ,H
3 FORMAT (*HOVER CEILING I.G.E. IS * F8.2 * FEET*)
STOP
END
HOVER CEILING I.G.E. IS 14772.91 FEET
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PROGRAM VCLIMB (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=. 047249
B=36.6519
AR=l8.063158
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=.70710678
A=l
PRINT 4
CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=422.4*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH= P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**S)*(((S*D)/8)+SQ*(T**l.5)))
V=(l20*(PA-PH))/W
PRINT 3,H,V
IF ((PA-PH).LT .. 0000001) GO TO 2
A= (A-. 02)
GO TO 1
CONTINUE
FORMAT (1X,F8.2,10X,F8.2)
FORMAT (1X,13HALTITUDE (FT),3X,22HRATE OF CLIMB (FT/MIN))
STOP
END

ALTITUDE (FT)
0.00
689.20
1389.25
2100.54
2823.51
3558.61
4306.31
5067.13
5841. 60
6630.31
7433.89
8252.98

RATE OF CLIMB (FT/MIN)
1220.47
1115 .18
1007.33
896.81
783.49
667.22
547.86
425.25
299.23
169.61
36.18
-101.2E
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PROGRAM VCLIMB (OUTPUT)
W=2400
R=20
S=.0241915
8=29.3215
AR=36.118421
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=.70710678
A=l
PRINT 4
CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=409.75*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**5)*(((S*D)/8)+(SQ*(T**l.5)))
V=(l20*(PA-PH))/W
PRINT 3,H,V
IF ((PA-PH).LT .. 0000001) GO TO 2
A= (A-. 02)
GO TO 1
CONTINUE
FORMAT (1X,F8.2,10X,F8.2)
FORMAT (1X,13HALTITUDE (FT) ,3X,22HRATE OF CLIMB (FT/MIN))
STOP
END

ALTITUDE (FT)
0.00
689.20
1389.25
2100.54
2823.51
3558.61
4306.31
5067.13
5841.60
6630.31
7433.89
8252.98
9088.29
9940.60
10810.72
11699. 53

RATE OF CLIMB (FT/MIN)
1696.16
1601. 66
1504.97
1406.02
1304.68
1200.84
1094.39
985.20
873.11
757.98
639.65
517.94
392.65
263.58
130.48
-6.88
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PROGRAM TCLIMB (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=.047249
8=36.6519
AR=l8.063158
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=. 70710678
A=l
C=(l-.86167)/.0001
DV=O
1 CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=422.4*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**5)*(((S*D)/8)+(5Q*Cr**l.5)))
V=(l20*(PA-PH))/W
Vl=l/V
DV=DV+Vl
IF ((5000-H).LT.O) GO TO 2
A= (A-. 0001)
GO TO 1
2 TC=(SOOO/C)*(DV-(Vl/2)-.00039988163)
PRINT 3, TC
3 FORMAT (*TIME TC CLIMB THRU 5000 FEET IS * F4.2 MINUTES *)
STOP
END
TIME TO CLIMB THRU 5000 FEET IS 6.46 MINUTES
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PROGRAM TCLIMB (OUTPUT)
W=2400
R=20
S=.0241915
B=29.3215
AR=36.118421
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
SQ=.70710678
A=l
C=(l-.86167)/.0001
DV=O
1 CONTINUE
H=(l-(A**.2349624))/6.8711826E-6
PA=409.75*(240-(.005349*H))
T=W/(P*PI*A*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PH=P*PI*A*(B**3)*(R**5)*(((S*D)/8)+(SQ*(T**l.5)))
V= (120*(PA-PH)) /W
Vl=i/V
DV=DV+Vl
IF ((5000-H).LT.O) GO TO 2
A=(A-.0001)
GO TO 2
2 T0=(5000/C)*(DV-(Vl/2)-.00029223359
PRINT 3, TC
3 FORMAT (* TIME TO CLIMB THRU 5000 FEET IS * F4.2 * MINUTES *)
STOP
END
TIME TO CLIMB THRU 5000 FEET IS 3.78 MINUTES
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PROGRAM HORIZl (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=.047249
8=36.6519
AR=l8.063158
AP=l4
FD=l. 2*AP
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
T=W/(P*PI*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
V=O
1 CONTINUE
X=(0.6*P*(V**2)*AP)/W
Y=(S*D*V)/(4*T*B*R)
Z=X+Y
C=ATAN(Z)
Cl=SIN(C) /COS (C)
2 CONTINUE
Xl=Cl-(Y*(COS(C)**2))
C2=1/COS(C)
Zl=(X-Xl)/((C2**2)+(2*Y*SIN(C)))
IF(Zl.LT.lE-10) GO TO 3
C=C+Zl
GO TO 2
3 U=(V*COS(C))/(B*R)
A=(T/2)**0.5
Q= (A**2) +(U**2)
Al=U*Cl
4 CONTINUE
A2=A-(T/(2*(Q**0.5)))
A3= ( (Al-A2) * (2* (Q**l. 5))) I ( (2* (Q**l. 5)) + (T* A))
IF(A3.LT.1E-1C) GO TO 5
A=A+A3
GO TO 4
5 E=((S*D)/8)*(1+(3*(U**2)))
G=(FD*(U**3))/(2*PI*(R**2)*(COS(C)**3))
H=(T**2)/(2*(Q**0.5))
PR=P*PI*(B**3)*(**5)*(E+G+H)
IF((l01376-PR.LT.O) GO TO 8
V=V+l
GO TO 1
8 VM=(V*3600)/5280
PRINT 9, VM
9 FORMAT (*MAXIMUM VELOCITY EQUALS * F6.2 *MPH *)
STOP
END
MAXIMUM VELOCITY EQUALS 102.27 MPH
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PROGRAM HORIZ2 (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=.047249
B=36.6519
AR=lS.063158
AP=l4
FD=l. 2*AP
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
T=W/(P*PI*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
PRINT 6
V=O
CONTINUE
X=(0.6*P*(V**2)8AP)/W
Y=(S*D*V)/(4*T*B*R)
Z=X+Y
C=ATAN(Z)
Cl=SIN(C)/COS(C)
CONTINUE
Xl=Cl-(Y*(COS(C)**2))
C2=1/COS(C)
Zl=(X-Xl)/((C2**2)+(2*Y*SIN(C)))
IF(Zl.LT.lE-10) GO TO 3
C=C+Zl
GO TO 2
U=(V*COS(C))/(B*R)
A=(T/2)**0.5
Q= (A**2) +(U**2)
Al=U*Cl
CONTINUE
A2=A(T/(2*(Q**O.S)))
A3=((Al-A2)*(2*(Q**l.5)))/((2*(Q**l.5))+(T*A))
IF(A3.LT.1E-1C) GO TO 5

A=A+A3
GO TO 4
5 E=((S*D)/8)*(1+(3*(U**2)))
G=(FD*(U**3))/(2*PI*(R**2)*(COS(C)**3))
H=(T**2)/(2*(Q**0.5))
PR=P*PI*(B**3*(R**5)*(E+G+H)
HP=PR/550
PRINT 7, V,HP
IF((l01376-PR).LT.O) GO TO 8
V=V+lO
GO TO 1
6 FORMAT(1X,17HVELOCITY (FT/SEC) ,3X,19HPOWER REQUIRED (HP))
7 FORMAT(7X,F4.0,16X,F6.2)
S STOP
END
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PROGRAM HORIZ3 (OUTPUT)
W=2400
R=20
S=.0241915
B=29.3215
AR=36.118421
AP=l4
FD=l. 2*AP
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
V=O
PRINT 7
1 CONTINUE
T=W/(P*PI*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
X=(0.6*P*(V**2)*AP)/W
Y=(S*D*V)/(4*T*B*R*)
Z=X+Y
C=ATAN(Z)
Cl=SIN(C) /COS(C)
2 CONTINUE
Xl=Cl-(Y*(COS(C)**2))
C2=1/COS(C)
Zl~(X-Xl)/((C2**2)+(2*Y*SIN(C)))

IF(Zl.LT.lE-10) GO TO 3
C=C+Zl
GO TO 2
3 U=(V*COS(C))/(B*R)
A=(T/2)**0.5
Q=(A**2}+(U**2)
Al=U*Cl
4 CONTINUE
A2=A-(T/(2*(Q**0.5)))
A3=((Al-A2)*(2*(Q**l.5)))/((2*(Q**l.S))+(T*A))
IF(A3.LT.1E-10) GO TO 5
A=A+A3
GO TO 4
5 E= ((S*D)/8)*(1+(3*(U**2)))
G=(FD*(U**3))/(2*PI*(R**2)(COS(C)**3))
H=(T**2)/(2*(Q**0.5))
PR=P*PI*(B**3)*(R**S)*(E+G+H)
PA=l32000*(1-(((.092*R)/16)+.14))
HP=PR/550
PRINT 8, V,HP
IF((PA-PR).LT.O) GO TO 9
V=V+lO
IF ((60-V) .LT.O) GO TO 6
GO TO 1
6 R=R-. 4

59.
Program HORIZ3 continued
B=586.4304/R
CH=(l15.52+6.08*(R-10))/(12*R)
S=(3*CH)/(PI*R)
AR= (R-1. 7) /CH
GO TO 1
7 FORMAT(lX,17HVELOCITY (FT/SEC),3X,19HPOWER REQUIRED (HP)
8 FORMAT(7X,F4.016X,F6.2 )
STOP
END
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PROGRAM HORIZ4 (OUTPUT)
W=2300
R=l6
S=. 047249
8=36.6519
AR=l8.063158
AP=l4
FD=l.2*AP
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
T=W/(P*PI*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
V=46
CONTINUE
X=(0.6*P*(V**2)*AP)/W
Y=(S*D*V)/(4*T*B*R)
Z=X+Y
C=ATAN (Z)
Cl=SIN(C) /COS(C)
CONTINUE
Xl=Cl-(Y*(COS(C)**2))
C2= 1/COS ( C)
Zl=(X-Xl)/((C2**2)+(2*Y*SIN(C)))
IF(Zl.LT.lE-10) GO TO 3
C=C+Zl
GO TO 2
U=(V*COS(C))/(B*R)
A=(T/2)**0.5
Q= (A **2) +(U**2)
Al=U*Cl
CONTINUE
A2=A-(T/(2*(Q**0.5)))
A3=((Al-A2)*(2*(Q**l.5)))/((2*(Q**l.5))+(T*A))
IF(A3.LT.1E-10) GO TO 5
A=A+A3
GO TO 4
E=((S*D)/8)*(1+(3*(U**2)))
G=(FD*(U**3))/(2*PI*(R**2)*(COS(C)**3))
H= (T**2)/(2*(Q**0.5))
PR=P*PI*(B**3)*(R**5)*(E+G+H)
RC= ( (101376-PR) /W) *60
PRINT 6,RC
FORMAT(* MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB EQUALS * F7. 2 * FT/MIN *)
STOP
END

MA.XIMUM RATE OF CLIMB EQUALS 1398. 08 FT /MIN
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PROGRAM HORIZ4 (OUTPUT)
W=2400
R=20
S=.0241915
B=29.3215
AR=36. 118421
AP=l4
FD=l. 2*AP
P=.002378
PI=3.1415926
T=W/(P*PI*(B**2)*(R**4))
F=(6*T)/S
D=.006+(F**2)/(PI*AR)
V=60
CONTINUE
X=(0.6*P*(V**2)*AP)/W
Y=(S*D*V)/(4*T*B*R)
Z=X+Y
C=ATAN(Z)
Cl=SIN (C) /COS ( C)
CONTINUE
Xl=Cl-(Y*(COS(C)**2))
C2=1/COS(C)
Zl=(X-Xl)/((C2**2)+(2*Y*SIN(C)))
IF(Zl.LT.lE-10) GO TO 3
C=C+Zl
GO TO 2
U=(V*COS(C))/(B*R)
A=(T/2)**0.5
Q=(A**2)+(U**2)
Al=U*Cl
CONTINUE
A2=A-(T/(2*(Q**0.5)))
A3=((Al-A2)*(2*(Q**l.5)))/((2*(Q**l.5))+(T*A))
IF(A3.LT.1E-10) GO TO 5
A=A+A3
GO TO 4
E=((S*D)/8)*(1+(3*(U**2)))
G=(FD*(U**3))/(2*PI*(R**2)*(COS(C)**3))
H=(T**2)/(2*(Q**0.5))
PR=P*PI*(B**3)*(R**5)*(E+G+H)
RC=((98340-PR)/W)*60
PRINT 6,RC
FORMAT(* MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB EQUALS * F7.2 * FT/MIN *)
STOP
END

MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB EQUALS 1548. 70 FT/MIN
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PROGRAM RADIUS (OUTPUT)
W=2400
A=lll6.437
G=. 725
P=.002378
C=.50666666
B=3
CL=l. 6
F=280
R:20
PRINT 5
CONTINUE
H=F* .1047197
CONTINUE
X= ( (A*G) /H)
Y=(((A**2)*(G**2))/(4*(H**2)))
Z=((6*W)/(4*P*C*B*CL*(H**2)))
E=(R**3)-(X*(R**2))+(Y*R)-Z
IF ((ABS(E)).LT .. 000001) GO TO 3
D=(3*(R**2))-(2*X*R)+Y
R=R- (E/D)
C=(ll5.52+6.08*(R-10))/(12*R)
GO TO 2
V= (A *G) - (H*R)
PRINT 4,F,R,V
IF (F.EQ.350) GO TO 6
F=F+lO
GO TO 1
FORMAT (3X,F5.0,10X,F5.2,11X,F6.2)
FORMAT (1X,9HROTOR RPM,3X,14HOPTIMUM RADIUS,3X,14HVELOCITY LIMIT)
STOP

ROTOR RPM
280.
290.
300.
310.

320.
330.
340.
350.

OPTIMUM RADIUS (FT)
18.90
18.30
17.74
17.21
16. 72
16.25
15.82
15.40

VELOCITY LIMIT (FT/SEC)
255.33
253.70
252.13
250.61
249.14
24 7. 71
246.33
244.98

VARIABLE GEOMETRIC PERFORMANCE FOR ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
by
George Francis Adams, Jr.

(ABSTRACT)
With the advent of variable geometric wing surfaces providing
noticeable performance improvements in fixed wing aircraft, a theoretical study of the performance advantages of variable geometry
designs for rotary wing aircraft is presented.
developed in three sections, namely:

The analysis is

1) Theoretical justification

of variable geometry through application of simple blade element
equations; 2) A simplified design proposal to implement variable
geometry in rotor systems; and 3) A numerical comparison of fixed
and variable geometry performance statistics applied to specifications
of an actual helicopter.

